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The activity patterns of kinase hinge-binding fragments can be retained or redirected in fragment growing strategies. Targeting conserved kinase features preserved the selectivity pattern of a PKB hinge-binding fragment over a 5000-fold increase in potency, while late-stage modification of a CHK1 hinge-binding fragment substantially changed the pattern.

Introduction

Many ATP-competitive protein kinase inhibitors are approved as anticancer drugs and the discovery of new kinase inhibitors remains an area of intense focus in oncology and other therapeutic areas.† Successful strategies for achieving selective inhibition of specific enzymes in the kinase superfamily include targeting non-conserved residues in the ATP-binding site of catalytically active kinases, or binding to inactive conformations of the enzymes.‡ Inhibitors that bind allosterically at sites remote from the ATP-binding site, or displace the peptide substrate, may also achieve high selectivity.§ Promiscuous kinase inhibitors may present an increased risk of toxicities,¶ but it is also recognized that molecules inhibiting broader, well-defined, groups of kinases may give better efficacy against deregulated signalling pathways and could forestall the development of resistance in cancer cells.¶© While it is common practise to measure kinase inhibitor selectivity profiles in lead discovery and to seek selectivity for specific targets, strategies to design and maintain well-defined poly-pharmacology are less developed.¶©

Fragment-based drug discovery has proved highly effective for generating new ATP-competitive kinase inhibitors, particularly starting with anchoring fragments that mimic the binding of the adenine moiety of the cofactor and growing these into the ATP-binding site.¶© It was recently shown that, despite binding to a highly conserved protein backbone, hinge-binding fragments can have distinct kinase selectivity profiles.¶© However, there is little data on how easily fragment selectivity patterns can be maintained during elaboration to potent inhibitors.¶©

We have previously applied distinct fragment-growing strategies, guided by protein crystallography, to discover selective inhibitors of PKB¶© and CHK1¶© starting from hinge-binding fragments which showed some common features in their interactions with the kinases, but led to very different lead profiles. In each case, multiple crystallographic structures confirmed the hinge-binding elements were stably anchored throughout the optimisations. Although developed to produce inhibitors of specific target kinases, these compound series provided an opportunity to examine, how broader protein kinase selectivity profiles evolve during fragment elaboration and to determine when the selectivity profiles became predictive of the ultimate leads.

Methods

Compounds 1–13 (Fig. 1) from three distinct fragment-to-lead series of protein kinase inhibitors were prepared according to published procedures.¶© The compounds were chosen to exemplify major functional group additions or structural modifications during the fragment elaboration, or where order-of-magnitude increases in on-target potency were observed, and where a consistent binding mode of the hinge-binding component of the ligands to the target kinase had been confirmed by crystallography.

Compounds were tested for inhibition of 91 protein kinases representing the major kinome sub-families using a microfluidic mobility-shift peptide phosphorylation assay¶© (Table S1, ESI†). The assay was effective for assessing nanomolar potent inhibitors, as well as low molecular weight fragments at high micromolar concentrations, which has been highlighted as an area of caution for some biochemical assay formats.¶© An ATP concentration equal to the $K_{m,ATP}$ for each individual kinase was used in the assays, so that the measured % inhibitions consistently reflected affinity for the binding site.¶© The compounds were tested in duplicate at a concentration of $10 \times$ the IC$_{50}$ at the target kinase, in order to capture a defined selectivity relative to the target potency as it increased during the elaboration. Measuring the inhibition at a constant multiple of the target kinase IC$_{50}$ takes account of the limits on the dynamic range of
single-concentration profiling, where assays may be unresponsive to further concentration decreases or increases once <10% or >90% inhibition are reached. The determination of percentage inhibition values at a single test concentration is an established screening approach for kinase selectivity profiling. Selectivity profiles (Table S2, ESI†) were plotted as the mean percentage inhibition of each kinase at the test concentration for each compound, as described in a recent seminal study of fragment selectivity. Selectivity indices ($S$) with cut-off points of either 70% ($S_{70\%}$) or 30% ($S_{30\%}$) inhibition were also calculated. Although the $S$ index does not capture the pattern of a selectivity profile, it can describe general levels of promiscuity, in this case at the level of 10-fold selectivity relative to the target kinase level, and is appropriate for use with single-concentration screening data.

Results and discussion

The three previously reported inhibitor series ($1 \rightarrow 4$, $1 \rightarrow 5 \rightarrow 8$ and $9 \rightarrow 13$) were developed independently from two hinge-binding fragments, which were elaborated using structure based design (Fig. 1). For the PKB inhibitors $1-8$, 7-azaindole (1) was identified through a virtual screen of low molecular weight fragments (MW < 250 Da) against the structure of PKB, followed by validation in biochemical assay and X-ray crystallography with a PKA–PKB chimeric protein. For the CHK1 inhibitors $9-13$, the morpholine purine fragment (9) was identified by virtual screening of a compound set containing some larger fragments (8–24 non-hydrogen atoms), and hits were validated by biochemical assay and X-ray crystallography with CHK1. Importantly for the present study, multiple crystal structures were determined during these separate fragment elaborations, which showed the hinge-binder fragments and their variants remained anchored in equivalent positions for the sequences studied (Fig. 2).
The PKB inhibitors in this series were known to be active on all PKB isoforms and the highly homologous PKB\(\beta\) isoform (AKT1) was included in the screen. 7-Azaindole 1, tested at 1 mM, showed inhibition of members of all the kinase subfamilies in the panel, but with less activity for CMGC kinases (Fig. 3A). This has been observed previously and may
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Fig. 3 Percentage inhibition (mean of \(n = 2\)) at a single concentration (ca. 10× target kinase IC\(_{50}\), see Table 1) of 91 kinases by (A) PKB\(\beta\) inhibitors 1–4; (B) PKB\(\beta\) inhibitors 1, 2, 5; (C) PKB\(\beta\) inhibitors 6–8. PKB (AKT1 isoform) is indicated by dashed line.
reflect reduced hydrophobicity of the ATP binding site in CMGC kinases rendering it less suited to binding heteroaromatic fragments.24 Promiscuous activity can be due to aggregation of poorly soluble compounds when tested at high concentrations.24 The fragments 1 and 9 in this study were identified in screening cascades that contained a counter screen to exclude aggregating compounds, and the activity profiles are unlikely to be due to non-specific effects even when measured at high concentrations.15,17 The introduction of new polar interactions in the binding site led to >10-fold increases in PKBb potency for amines 2 and 3 (Table 1), but the activity pattern seen for fragment 1 and the $S$-indices were maintained, showing that affinity was increased generally across the kinase panel (Fig. 3A and Table 1). The introduction of a 4-chlorophenyl substituent in compound 4 increased the potency for PKBb and a moderate increase in $S$ index was observed. Correspondingly, the activity profile of 4 showed more selectivity against TK family enzymes compared to 1–3, but retained a general similarity to 1–3 across the remainder of the panel. Thus many of the features of the kinase activity profile of the hinge-binding fragment 1 were maintained during a 5000-fold increase in inhibition of the target kinase in the elaboration to 4.

Replacing the phenyl linker of 2 with the piperidine 5 generally reproduced the promiscuous inhibition seen for fragment 1 across the 91 kinases (Fig. 3B). However, modification of 5 to the 4-aminopiperidine 6 dramatically changed the selectivity profile from that of the hinge binder fragment 1, such that 6 significantly inhibited only 6 of the 23 AGC kinases in the panel as well as I KKb and PKD1 when tested at 10× its PKBb IC50 (Fig. 3C), reflected in the decreased $S$-indices. We had previously shown the 4-aminopiperidine 6 was selective for PKBb over the closely related kinase PKA due to interactions of the basic amine with an acidic residue and a favourable close approach to the residue Met 173 in the floor of the binding pocket of PKB.16 The current results show that these selectivity determinants confer more generally increased specificity for PKBb in a molecule (6, MW = 217) that is still a fragment.

Crystallography confirmed that the lipophilic substituents added in 7 and 8 interacted with similar residues to that of 4 (Fig. 2B).16,21 The selectivity profiles and $S$-indices of 7 and 8 closely resembled those of the fragment 6. As with the elaboration of 1 to 4, the addition of P-loop targeting elements in the sequence from 6 to 8 did not modify the selectivity pattern conferred by 6, and suggests fragment growing along this vector could be a generally useful strategy for preserving hinge-binding fragment selectivity patterns while increasing affinity. However, the contrasting behaviour of the closely related compounds 5 and 6 suggests that hinge-binding fragment selectivity patterns can also be over-ruled by targeting specific

### Table 1 Molecular weight, target potency and selectivity indices for the compounds tested

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MW</th>
<th>PKBb IC50 ($\mu$M)</th>
<th>CHK1 IC50 ($\mu$M)</th>
<th>Test conc. (nM)</th>
<th>$S^f(70%)$</th>
<th>$S^f(30%)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| $a$ Data from ref. 15 and 16. |
| $b$ Data from ref. 17 and 18. |
| $c$ Calculated from the mean of duplicate percentage inhibitions for each kinase at the concentrations specified. |
| $d$ Not calculated as highest inhibitions <70%. |

---

Fig. 4 Percentage inhibition (mean of $n=2$) at a single concentration (ca. 10× target kinase IC50, see Table 1) of 91 kinases by CHK1 inhibitors 9–13. CHK1 is indicated by dashed line.
structural determinants, and that this can be achieved with minimal changes to the structure of the fragment.

The two examples above involved a high degree of conservation of the initial hinge-binding fragment in the elaborated structures (Fig. 1). We also studied the changes in patterns of kinase inhibition when greater modification of the hinge-binding group was carried out in the evolution of the CHK1 inhibitors 9–13 (Fig. 4). The purine 9 showed indiscriminate activity against the kinome sub-families present in the screening panel, and was more promiscuous than 1 as measured by the S-indices (Table 1). The amine substituent of 10 was previously shown to introduce new interactions in the ribose pocket of CHK1. This led to an increase in potency but did not substantially change the activity profile in the kinase panel when tested at 10× the CHK1 IC50, with small changes in the S-indices (Table 1). Although there was a decrease in inhibition of the TK sub-family, the inhibition profile largely remained consistent with the initial fragment. Extension of the hinge-binding fragment to the tricycle 11 introduced a water-mediated interaction between the pyridine nitrogen and Asp 148 in CHK1 while maintaining the hinge-binding pose. This again increased potency against CHK1, with a further small increase in selectivity against the 91-kinase panel.

A more dramatic change in selectivity was observed on elaboration of 11 to the ring-opened analogue 12, as shown by the changes in the S-indices. Compound 12 showed a more specific profile than 9–11, and this was maintained on elaboration to 13 despite a distinct structural change in the basic amine substituent probing the ribose pocket. Compounds 11–13 all showed water-mediated interactions to polar residues in the CHK1 interior pocket. The analogues 12 and 13, although maintaining equivalent hydrogen bonding contacts to the kinase hinge, also interacted with the conserved lysine in the ATP-site, and displayed their constituent rings in a more ‘opened out’ conformation compared to 9–11. Both of these factors may contribute to the change in activity profile during the fragment growing.

Conclusions

We have shown that the pattern of kinase inhibition of an anchoring hinge binding fragment can be maintained during a 5000-fold increase in affinity for a target kinase (1 → 4) when the hinge-binding architecture remains constant in the compound and elaboration occurs along the well-defined ATP-mimetic vectors for type-I kinase inhibitors. Since differences in kinase inhibitory profiles are observed between structurally distinct hinge binding fragments, we speculate it should be feasible to select a kinase selectivity profile at the fragment level and maintain that pattern of activities during potency optimisation through fragment-growing. The structurally similar components that bind the ATP cofactor in the active conformation of protein kinases are productive areas to exploit for additional potency without introducing new selectivity determinants, although this may also limit the options to add new functionality to modulate other properties. Provided appropriate selectivity can be introduced to the fragments, it may therefore be possible to apply fragment-based approaches to develop inhibitors with defined protein kinase poly-pharmacology.

We have also shown that, starting from the same fragment (1), a minimal change in the structure while still in fragment chemical space, altered the trajectory of the optimisation to give more specific inhibitors (1 → 8) than suggested by the activities of 1. The structural change associated with the more specific activity pattern was minimal (a methylene deletion; 5 → 6), and reflected the targeting of a specific residue in the ribose binding pocket of PKB. This illustrates the benefit of ‘fragment-optimisation’ early in the elaboration. Once established, the new selectivity pattern was carried through further potency optimisation (6 → 8) when groups targeting common features of the ATP site were added, as suggested above. The sensitivity of the inhibitor activity pattern to small structural changes while still in fragment chemical space may confound a strategy of early selection of poly-pharmacology, and underlines the importance of structural biology in understanding the interactions of the fragments and elaborated compounds with the targets.

A fragment-morphing step during the elaboration of CHK1 inhibitors (9 – 13) significantly changed the pattern of activities shown by the inhibitors. In the example studied here, established structural features specific to the CHK1 active site were deliberately targeted to confer high selectivity. This experience suggests that the inhibitory pattern of a hinge-binding fragment is likely to survive only conservative fragment-morphing or scaffold-hopping strategies. The selectivity of the lead 13 illustrates how promiscuous fragments such as 9 can be optimised for potency and selectivity by targeting specific structural determinants in individual kinases, although in this example this was achieved through significant modification of the hinge-binding elements.

Early and extensive profiling of kinase selectivity is now well established in pharmaceutical hit-to-lead projects. Our data suggest that broad kinase selectivity screens of fragments could be predictive of the lead, provided strategies to conserve the profile are followed in the elaboration, avoiding introducing new interactions with target-specific residues. Conversely, the initial fragment selectivity patterns are unlikely to reflect those of developed leads if the fragment does not already encode the anticipated target-specific interactions.
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